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CCTV DRAINAGE ENGINEERS
As our CCTV Drainage Engineer, you take lead as part of a two-person team operating a vehicle fitted with the 
latest CCTV surveying technology to record, assess, and advise on the quality of drainage works and any 
remediation that may need to be carried out.

You will be required to travel across the UK as and when needed, visiting public and private residential and You will be required to travel across the UK as and when needed, visiting public and private residential and 
commercial locations. Having an existing knowledge of CCTV survey technology and a clean driving licence is 
required and training qualifications relating to OS19X, CSCS, and PTS would support your application.

The successful candidate will have an opportunity to become an important part of our business.

What are we looking for?
3 years or more experience in the drainage industry.
2 years or more experience using CCTV surveying equipment and technology.
Qualifications such as OS19X, CSCS, and PTS.Qualifications such as OS19X, CSCS, and PTS.
Experienced use of various drainage equipment.
Competent in using workforce management software such as JobWatch.
Ability to work effectively alone or as part of a team.
Able to travel throughout the UK with some overnight stay.
UK driving licence

Subscan UDS Ltd is an equal opportunity employer and value diversity. All employment is decided on the basis of Subscan UDS Ltd is an equal opportunity employer and value diversity. All employment is decided on the basis of 
qualifications, merit and business need.

Please be aware that Subscan UDS Ltd does not accept CVs from recruitment agencies.

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent

Salary: Up to £12.50 per hour

COVID-19 considerations:
Subscan follows the guidance of Government guidelines and our Health & Safety Specialists. Every precaution is Subscan follows the guidance of Government guidelines and our Health & Safety Specialists. Every precaution is 
taken before and after helping our customers. Full COVID-19 PPE and sanitation products are provided to our staff 
as and when requested.


